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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of Problem 
This dissertation is concerned with the analysis of covariance when 
the concomitant variable is measured with error. The model considered is 
as follows; 
Y. . = 0! + T. + SX. . i = 1. ... ,n (l.l) 
+ ^ Ij 3 = 1,... ,r 
where we assume is known or that we have an independent estimate of it. 
One method of obtaining an independent estimate of is to take more than 
one determination on the concomitant variable, in which case the model 
would be 
=01+ i = 1, ,n (l«2) 
i^j " ^ij + ^ ij 0=1,.-. ,r 
i^jk" ^ ij *ijk k = 1, ... ,q . 
The equation involving Y and X is called a linear functional or 
structural relation. Y and X may be sure variables, i.e., fixed 
constants, or random variables, y and x are observable random vari­
ables and f and u are random error variables. 
It has long been realized that the usual least squares estimator of 
the slope in the linear functional relation is no longer a consistent 
estimator when the independent variable is measured with error. It is 
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apparent then, that in analysis of covariance when the concomitant variable 
is measured with error the estimates of the treatment effects as well as 
the test of the hypothesis of no treatment differences may be affected. 
A number of models for analysis of covariance will be investigated in 
this dissertation. Methods of estimation and testing are proposed for each 
model. If the usual estimator of the slope of the linear functional rela­
tion is not consistent for a given model reasonable alternatives are pre­
sented. These alternatives are then compared with respect to bias and 
mean-square-error. The one that appears best is used in the further in­
vestigation of the estimators of the treatment effects and also in the 
test of the hypothesis of no treatment differences. 
B. Errors in Variables 
There has been a great deal of literature generated on errors in 
variables. Some of the first contributors were Adcock (2) in I878, Krummel 
(30) in 1879 and Karl Pearson (^ l) in I90I. Two very thorough reviews of 
the literature are given by Madansky (3^ ) and by Dorff (l4). 
The estimation procedures for the slope of the functional relation­
ship seem to fall into two broad categories. The procedures of interest 
in this disseration are those that assume knowledge of the error variance 
of the independent variable. These procedures were the ones investigated 
in the early literature. Wald (55) in his paper in 19^ 0 introduced a new 
class of estimates which under certain conditions were consistent when the 
variance of the independent variable is unknown. 
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It appears Lord (33) was the first to investigate errors in the con­
comitant variable in analysis of covariance. He considered a model vith 
only two treatments and two determinations on the concomitant variable for 
every value of the dependent variable. The estimator of the slope of the 
functional relation that he developed is unbiased to O(^ ) • Porter (42) 
also considered the probl.em of analysis of covariance when the concomitant 
variable is measured with error. He proposed a test statistic to test the 
null hypothesis of no treatment difference and investigated by Monte Carlo 
methods its properties as well as the properties of the test statistic 
proposed by Lord. 
To illustrate some of the problems associated with errors in variables, 
consider the simple linear regression model 
= a + i = 1, ... ,n 
X. = X. + u. 
I l l  
where we will assume 
f^  ~NID(0,o|) 
u. ~NID(0,cr^ ) 
1 ' u/ 
E(fiUii) = 0; V i and i' 
X is a sure variable 
We will also assume that , where 
converges in probability to a constant; 
Although the underlying model is the functional relationship above, the 
model in terms of the observable variables may be written 
y^  = a + - pu^  + fi = 1, ... ,n 
or 
y\ = o: + + -w^  
•where w, = - pu^  + . It is apparent that the assumption of least-
squares, independence of the concomitant variable and the error is no 
longer met, that is; 
E{[w\- 0][x_- E(x^ )]} = E[(f^ - pu^ )u^ ] = - . 
Consider now the usual regression estimator of the slope 
?(x.-x)(y.-y) 
b = = . 
This estimator is no longer a consistent estimator of p; 
b 
• 
It appears from the above that errors of observation in x will-in­
validate most of the classical regression results. Since errors of obser­
vation are common in the biological sciences, engineering sciences and 
other fields, it would seem that most results obtained from the use of 
(T 
regression analysis are to some degree incorrect. If ~ NID(iJj^ ,c3^ ) and 
is independent of u, it is shown in Chapter III that b is an imbiased 
estimator of 
y = • 
1 + ^  
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We see from this that if the variance of X is large compared with that 
of u , Y is approximately equal to p , ii^ plying then that b may be a 
satisfactory estimator of p . A situation in which errors of observation 
in X will not invalidate the results of classical regression was investi­
gated by Berkson (8). He has shown that in many laboratory experiments 
the usual least squares estimator is unbiased. He assumes that x is 
fixed at a series of predetermined levels. This assun^ jtion then makes x 
independent of u and the usual theory follows. 
C. Classical Analysis of Covariance 
Analysis of covariance is covered in most statistical methods books. 
An excellent treatment of it is given in the special issue on the analysis 
of covariance. Biometrics vol. 13, 1957» 
The model is of the form; 
yi^  - a + Ti + px_ + f_ i - 1, ... ,n 
J —  ••• ^ z* •  
The assumptions made are, f^  ^~NID(0,o^ ) and the x's are fixed constants 
measured without error. If we assume, = 0 , the following estimators 
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are obtained with the corresponding expected values and variances; 
A 
adj y. = y. - p(x -x ) 
J. * ± * X* •• 
A - — 
= adj y^  ^- y_ 
E(^ ) = p 
V(g) 
E(adj y\^ ) = 
- (x. -X 
i,j ij 1. 
E(T^ ) = - T 
E(a|) = 0^  where 
n r 
.Z. = .2. .Z. . It follows that i,j i3. j=l 
("i- »j) = (^ 1.- ^ j.) - &(%.- ij.) 
E(?i- f ) = Tj- Tj 
7 
= 2 ) 
i,j ij 1. 
Trie (l - a)lOO per cent confidence interval for the difference of 
two treatment effects, T. - T. , would be of the form 
 ^ J 
where t^  ^  is the critical value from the table of the Student's 
t-distribution with Cn(r-l) - 1] degrees of freedom. One form of the test 
statistic to test the null hypothesis of no treatment difference is 
F = (^ ) [Cav^ )]"^ (T)/^ _^  
where T is a vector of the (n - 1) estimated treatment effects, . 
The test statistic above is distributed as an F with (n - l) and 
[n(r - l) - l] degrees of freedom if the null hypothesis of no treatment 
differences is true. 
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II. ESTIMATORS FOR THE SLOPE IN THE UNDERLYING STRUCTURAL RELATION 
A. Variance of x Assiomed Known 
The model under discussion in this section is given in 1.1. Restat­
ing the model and including the needed assumptions we have 
(2.1) 
Y.. = Q!+T. + pX.. i = 1, ... ,n 
ij 1 ij ' ' 
i^j " ^ij + ^ ij d = 1, ,r 
Xij = Xij + "ij 
u_ ~NID(0,aJ) 
f.^ . -NID(0,o^ ) 
E(u. .f.,.,) = 0, V i,j,i' and j ' 
J.J J-J 
with X and Y being sure variables and is assumed known. The 
notation which shall be used in this and subsequent sections is as follows: 
m = n(r-l) 
1  ^ \y: 
5 =~ = ®]tx 
„A 
/\ 0^  } otherwise 
m[i^ j(*ij"*i)(yij"yi.)] = = ^ XY 
5 = ^  = V 
T • 
S i!j(Xlj-Xi.)(fij-fi.) '-if'hî 
i - 4u - P=xu 
Lf3(V^.'' = ^ = =« • 
Expressing some of the above quantities in a more useable form; 
 ^. ®XX ^^ Xu u^u " °u 
®XY ^  %[ 
®XY ^  ^ X^X ®Xf •'' ®^Xu ®uf • 
The following expectations will be useful; 
®^ X^X^  " ®XX (^^ ff) ^  °f 
®'^ Xï' ° ®XÏ ®'®xx' ° ^Xx 
V = = ° ®(®XY' = SxY - PS 
K^u> = < 
XX 
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Now in this and subsequent sections where X is assumed to be a sure 
variable we will assume 8^  is 0(l). 
Thus, to O(^ ) 
(nr)^ ^^ °u °^^ u^  
+ 80-^) 
" InrJ 
®^ ®XX'®XX^  (^ XY'^ Xy) ^  (nr) ^ ®^ ®XX°^ u^  
®^ ®xx"^ xx^  (^ XY'^ Xy) ^  ^ (^ xx"^ XX)(^ XY'^ XZ^ (^^ "^ XX) ^ 
®^ X^X"®XY^ ^^ XY"®XY^  ^" (rnô^  ^ ^^ ®^XX°^ u ^  
®^®XX"®XX^ ^®XY"®XY^ ~ ^^(^XX'^XX^ ^ "*" ^^^^^~^XX^^^XY"®XY^^ 
The first estimator to be investigated is a logical extention of the 
usual estimator when x is measured without error. The only difference is 
that the denominator is adjusted so that the estimator is consistent. The 
bias of this and subsequent estimators of p in the models, 1.1 and 1.2, 
will be approximated to terms of 0(p) . The mean-square-error will be 
1 X n. !L 
approximated to O(^ ) • Also, because = — + o(^ ) , the denominator 
11 
in the final expression for the bias and meain-square-error will be expres­
sed as a function of the total number of observations, nr or nrq and 
not of the corresponding degrees of freedom. 
Ô 
XX 
= X^Y (^ XY'^ y) 
We see that b, is of a general form, B = —^  ^ ^  , where N = , 
 ^ H(l+H"\)  ^
H = 8^  , a = (Sjqj-Sjqj) and d = (^ y'^ XY^  *  ^ also the form of the 
other estimators to be considered. To facilitate our discussion of the 
estimators we shall expand B and (B - = (B-p)^  as follows; 
„ N + d 
H(1+H'\) 
= (K4-d)H"^ (l-H"\ + h"\^ - h"\^ + ...) 
= H"^ (N-H"^ a + H"^ Na^ - H~%a^ + H"\a^  
+ d-H"^ ad + H~^ a^ d - H'^ a^ d + ...) , 
\2 tt~2/ „-1„_ ,,-2 2 (B-p)2 = H (-H Na + H na + d - H'^ ad 
- H"\a^ + H"^ a^ d + ... 
= H"^ (H"^ N^ a^ + d^ - 2H"^ ad 
+ 3H"VaV 3H"^ a^ d^ - 2H"¥a^  
+ i»-H"^ Na^ d - 6H~^ Na^ d - 2H"^ ad^  + ... ) 
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Utilizing the preceding expansions for B and (B-p)^  we obtain the 
following expression for the expected value of Td^  : 
«V • «. 65#!, 
and the mean-square error: 
X^X 
Sf„ (nr)2 ' XX u xx f  ^XY u 
g-'d?".':' -> • 
V.. 
13 
+ cr^cr^ 
+ 36.8 ^ + "-yyt + ] 
p 
If we keep only terms of order oA) ; 
M.S.E. (b^  ^= ) 
P 
The next estimator considered, bg , is a variation of Beale's (7) 
ratio estimator. Beale proposed the following estimator: 
tn = r 
+ «1 #) 
(1 + e, 
where r = ~ , 8. =(&-&) and x, y, s and s^  are the usual un-
X ' 1 n N' ' xy X 
biased sample moments. 
The estimator we shall consider is 
bo = A—[' 
A 1 + 
Y^r X^X^ XY 
^ Var(a^) 
-] 
1 + 
%c 
where to order O(^ ) , 
Ih  
° •JnrJ 
The estimators used for these are 
+ ^ 4) 
 ^Inry 
Substituting these values into the formula for hg , 
1 + 
20^  
u 
''a = # [• 
1 + 
Êgc(nr) 
2c^  
*1:^ * â^ (L)' 
•]} 
(2.3) 
This is of the same form as B of equation 2.2 with 
ka^ 2cr 
a = 
{ïFy •*" A 
u 
and 
 ^= (L-^ ) + r®"" 
SjQj.(nr) 
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Using the results of 2.2 we have 0(—) , 
20-^  
X^Y XX "XX XY 
1 
and to 0(p) , 
Ij.  ^
M.S.E. (bg) = ECbg-p):. + 2%) + )^] 
jQC jQC îffi 
+ + ^x°î + <°î> + 
(nr): 
3Sf 
+ 4. 6s^ <.J;cf + ap-s^ aS + 2.Sc|)] 
XX  ^  ^
. g=[-i- (2.; + + viivL) 
S|,(nr) p-
l6 
If we keep only terms of 0(p) ; 
M.3.E. (13„) = ^—(2(r\ S—cf + -SLS }Ll.) . M.S.E. (b.) . 
^ S|j(nr) ^ ^ 1 
This estimator, bg , is imbiased up to and including terms of 0(p) 
and; as will be shown in the next section, its me an-square-error is less 
than that of b^  to O(^ ) • 
Another reasonable estimator is obtained by multiplying b^  by the 
reciprocal of one plus the estimated bias of b^  . The estimator, b^  , 
is then 
, 2a^ 2ct^ , , 2cf , 
X^X  ^ X^X  ^XX 
Converting b^  to the form of 2.2 we have 
®XÏ (^XY " ®XY^ b^ = — 2^ 
®XX:^  ^ ®xx'-^ " hx) (nr) a /  ^
XX^ / 
where 
2a^ 2cr^ 
and 
' ° êjnr) 
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Again using the results of 2.2 , 
3(^3) ' 
and 
M.S.E. (bg) = ECbj- p)2 
16/ 8a® 
" ^ inT ' 5"^  ^ (^nr)^ ®XX°f ^^ ®XX°u 
' XX 
- S'EiWW -
+ 
X^Y 
* * s;^)] 
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6s 
+ + ^P^:xx4 + + "^Yt 
Ç-  Server? 
XX 
• 
6S,„,0"^ CT  ^+ 2(j^ cr? 
If we again keep only terms of O(^ ) ; 
6- , „ .. + <4 
M.S.E. (bg) = (2a + S^ of + —)= M.S.E. (K ) . 
3 sjj(nr) ™ " f 1 
We see that is unbiased, o(p) and has a mean-square-error equal 
1 to the mean-square-error of bg , o(^ ) . Therefore its mean-square-error 
is less than that of b^  , O(^ ) . 
B. Comparison of the Proposed Estimators When the Variance 
of X is Assumed Known 
We see from Section A th&t both, bg and b^  are unbiased to o(g) 
and their mean-square-errors are equal to O(^ ) • Now consider 
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S 4- (8 0  ^S X Y  ( S X Y - V  
b = ^ 
(X+2)af, 20-
®XX^ ^^ XX"^ XK^  (nr)  ^A / 
Both bg ajid b^  are of this general class, where X is some arbitrary 
constant, 2 in the case of bg and 0 for b^  • Now if we expand b^  
in the following manner 
, A 
%[x 
p[l + ][1 +  ^^  ] 
XY XX 
r (^ XX'^ XX^  (^ xx'^ xx)^  (^ XY'^ XY^  n P L l  q  +  +  Ô  " . . .  J  
XX 8^  XY 
= p[i + z] , 
we observe that b can be expanded in similar terms to Op(~) : 
 ^
SjQ^(nr) 
Sj^ (nr) S^ (nr) S^ (nr) 
20 
Xa^  (X^ 2)a^  2a^  
= p[l + Z][l + ][i- (Â-—+ ... ] 
S^ (nr) S^ (nr) S^ (nr) 
XXJ^  X-a^  2a^  
= p{[l + Z] + [1 + Z][-
S^ (nr) S^ (nr) ê^ (nr) 
2cr^  
T-^  ] 4- ...} 
SjQj(nr) 
2o^  2cr^  
= p[i + z][i - —^)] • 
S^ (nr) 
If we now conçiare this expression with the expansion of , equation 
2.4, we see that to O(^ ) , b is equal to b^  o From this we can also 
infer, again to this order of approximation, bg is equal to b^  • 
Comparing b^  with b we see, again to our order of approximation, 
b^  is biased while b is not. Also the mean-square-error of b is less 
than that of b^  ^: 
M.S.E.(K) - M.S.E.(b) = -r-^  [l68^ 0\ + 448^ 0"^  
Therefore, based on bias and mean-square-error the class of estimators, b, 
is superior to b^ . We have shown also that all of the estimators of the 
class, b, are equal to b^ , to Op(^ ) . Thus, we conclude that b^ , be­
cause it is the least complicated, i.e., %. = 0, of the class b, is the 
preferred estimator of those we have considered. 
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C. Variance of x Unknown 
The model under discussion in this section is given in 1.2. Restat­
ing the model and including the needed assuirptions we have 
y . .  =  Q i + T .  + px. .  i  =  1 ,  
ij 1 ij (2.5) 
i^j - ^ ij + ^ ij d - 1, ... ,r 
%ijk= *ij *ijk k = 1, ... ,q 
f_~NID(0,aJ) 
(^^ ijk^ i'j'^  = 0 , V i,j,k,i' and j' 
with X and Y being sure variables. Also the number of determinations 
on the concomitant variable shall be fixed equal to q so that when order 
is discussed in this section it is again order with respect to r . As 
stated in Chapter I, section A, model 1.1 could be used in this discussion 
if an independent estimate of were available. We feel however, that 
by utilizing model 1.2 the results are more general and useful. 
Much of the work in this section is simply an extention of Chapter II, 
sections A and B. The estimator chosen as preferred in section B of 
Chapter II was b^  , the analogous estimator of this section is b^  . b^  
was obtained by correcting b^  for bias. Therefore we shall have to 
investigate the bias for the analogous estimator of b^  ^, which will be 
designated b^  . 
Additional notation needed is as follows: 
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m' = nr(q-l) 
=0^ , otherwise 
V u 
" * 1 . . ^  "  m  "  ® X ï  
m' lfj(*ljk-ilj.)= = % 
It follows that 
H>) = <{ 
®(%> = 4 
° ®xx 
E(Sj^ ) = ^  = PSjjjj 
The estimator we wish to investigate first is 
s-
%x 
X^Y "*' (% " 
where, again referring to 2.2, a and d are %^cx"^ xx) 
23 
and • The expected value of to o(^ ) is 
= + TsSLiy) -
2a^  20-^  
= p + & R^RR^ , U U 1 
u Sjjjjî Sjjj,q(q-l)J 
1 
and the mean-square-error to 0(-^ ) ; 
S5„ -, 2cr^  2ct^  
®xx ®xx 
28— , 3S? 
2a|^  2(r|^  2cr^  Stj^  
" "T" " 'T * 
+ + ^ qS^ oJo^ )]} 
24 
. 2cr^  20-^  
• • 5i?  ^
, •^ "^"u , , 36°-u , 36cr  ^ , 72% 
q(q.l)= (^q-l) 
, , %t%°f , ;j 
 ^ P^ (q-i) P^ q(q-i) 
If we compare the bias and mean-square-error of b^  with b^  , we see 
that both are larger for b^  . This is as one would expect because of the 
added variation associated with the estimator of • 
Now using an estimator of bias of b^  we have b^  ; 
3^ ~ ^ 1^  ^Â—+ Â 7 
X^Y ^  
' 20^  2a^  2&^  
where 
zf- 2.t 2^ 1 
' <^ ic- ®xx> * S,—~ •" " 
Sj^ (nrq)q Sj^ (nrq)q(q-1) 
25 
and 
d = (8^ - 8^ y) . 
The expected value of is 
Wh.i - . ïlr 4. + °^'u 1 
^ 3^ ®xx ^ 8%% (nrq) 8^(nrq)q Sjj^(nrq)q(q-1)-' 
-1 _ L_ rS^ ii 
q2 nrq (nrq)q (nrq)q(q-l) " S (nrq)  ^
®XX  ^
and the mean-square-error 
o ^  
4 S^ , , 2cr^  2a^  , ,, 4cr^  
8cr^  8a^  ka^  
S^q ' S^q(q-1) ' „2 2/ \2 '-(nrq)^^®XX°f / 8^q (q-1)' 
28— , , 4s_(r^  
26 
L 120-^  12a^  2kcr^  12a® 12cr® 
3 . . U .  u .  u .  u  u  
Sxx^  
2Ua^  12a® 12a® 
+ -y-\. + H + H )] 
8^ (f(q-l) 8^ q^ (q-l)^  
'  J  ^  ^  % = + 5 &T» 
s. 
'XX (nrq) 
q(q-l) SjQj.q(q-l) 
Ç(^  f ,2(a-l) ,=(q-l)2 1 1(^ -1) 
27 
Consistent with the results of Chapter II, section A, we see that 
is unbiased to o(p) while is not. Comparing mean-square-errors we 
have 
«2 i, 448 0-^  
M.S.E.(b') - M.S.E.(b') = -T—S [lëS^ cr + 
 ^ 3 8^ (nrq)^   ^^  ^
The comparison of the UEan-square-errors of bj^  and b^  is also con­
sistent with the results of Chapter II, section A. Therefore we can con­
clude that any of the estimators of the class of estimators b' , where 
A 
(8^ y- a^ y) + g. (nrq) 
b' = j 
- . (\+2)^  2^  ^ 2^  ^
is a better estimator than b^ . Also, because b^  is the simplest estima­
tor of this class, x = 0 , we conclude that it is the preferred estimator 
of those we have considered. 
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Another estimator which should be considered at this point is the one 
proposed by Lord (33). Lord's estimator is 
AO Vr _ K(K-w)-, 
where 
1 2 r 
 ^" 2(r-l) iEl jil^ *ijl" ^ i.l)(^ ij2" ^ i.2) 
 ^ 4(r-l) i=l j£l kSl^ i^jk'^ i.k)^  
1 2 r 2 
4(r-l) i& jSl k&L^ i^jk" *i.k^ ^^ ijk" ^ i.k^  ' 
As stated previously, Lord's estimator is defined only for n and q 
equal to two. bg is not algebraically equal to ê° but can be expressed 
as equal to B° plus terms of 0p(~^ 2^  * Therefore B° is unbiased to 
1 10(—) and it's mean-square-error is equal to that of bl to 0(—) . 
T J * 
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III. ESTIMATION WHEN THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CONCOMITANT VARIABLE 
In this chapter we shall examine estimation for the multivariate case, 
more than one concomitant variable. The problem is to estimate  ^in the 
model 
. I = % 
%.= !+t (3.1) 
X = X + u 
where Y is a P by 1 vector, X a P by k matrix, a k by 1 
vector, £ a P by 1 vector and u a P by k matrix. We will assume 
f is normal with a mean vector 0 and a variance-covariance matrix o^ I. 
^ I 
Also, we will assume the columns of u are normal and independent with a 
zero expectation and that the expected value of u'u is P0 . 
The univariate case, one concomitant variable, is then a subset of 
this investigation. However, in the previous chapter the order of approxi­
mation was o(^ ) in the case of the bias and 0(^ 2) for the mean-square-
error. In this chapter the order of approximation will be O(^ ) for both 
bias and mean-square-error. If the number of observations taken on the 
dependent variable is nr then the order of approximation will be o(^ ) 
for the bias while it was o(p) in Chapter II. This will cause some 
results of this chapter to differ slightly from those of Chapter II. 
Another point that should be brought to the readers attention is that 
the vector of unknown parameters includes not only the slopes of the under­
lying regression plane but also the treatment effects, . When we esti­
mate we have both the estimates for the slopes of the regression plane 
and the estimates of the treatment e.fects, while in Chapter II we estimated 
30 
p only. 
Now consider a set of normal equations of the form 
where H is k "by k . In this case we will consider "both H and N 
be measured with error and express this as follows ; 
Ô = H + A 
Û = N + d 
where  ^and the columns of A are Op(~) and have zero expectation. 
Consider 
1 = 
= [H+A]'^ [N+dJ 
= CI-H"^ A + (h"^ A)2- ...]H"^ [N+d] 
= - H'^ AH"\ + (H"^ A)% + H"^ d - H'^ AH'^ d + ... . 
It follows that to 0(p) 
E(|) = E(H"^ -AH"^ Ag) - E(H"^ AH"^  ^. 
Now a typical element of AH ^ A is 
i J V = 
and 
3X 
Likewise a typical element of Ah is 
I f i/\ - ^  
and 
E((l.) = Z ^^ \ov(A ,d ) . 
T. jQ J ij m 
Wow in terms of the model 3«l^ we have 
H = X'X 
& = (X + u) ' (X + u) - ÏS 
H = (X'X)g, 
and 
H = (X + u)'(xg,+ f) - m . 
Where 
E(S) = jZ5 
E(u'U) = Pj^  
E(R) = i 
E(u'f) = 
and 
E(ff') = ajl . 
It is assumed that S and R are obtained from the same sample and that 
the columns of S are independent of the columns of u and R is in­
dependent of £ and the columns of u . Substituting and expanding, the 
following is obtained; 
A = X'u + u'X + u'u - PS 
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"±3 ' + SiJj + 
'^ m = %; % + V V • 
It follows that the 
Oov(Aij,i^ ) = + %)(%& + %&)} 
H. E[%Uj- Pl!ly)(u^  - P0^ )] + I^ Ef(S,j- 0ij)(8^ . {1^ )} 
" ^^ Ik* 
° "jk'^ im*' °^ i^k^ 3k'*' ^ ii/jk' 
and 
' ®«£iV 
+ EKu^ Uj- + 0,^ )(V <.J) 
= «Mfj * H^ '»l+':(*il»jk- ¥lm> 
where c = + p) , F being the degrees of freedom associated with S . 
Now 
'1 = 3 
= 0 , i ^  j . 
Thus 
g 'f"°«iW^ 3k = J'i/jk = f^ ik 
g H%l«lk = 
g «^ "^ ik^ jk = Hik g fljk = V 
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g = "il. 
g = flk g = flk "'"«l 
g = â^ lm 
aad 
g 'f'Vei^ Mj = g "itVmj = tr H-l|ll 
g = g Vêi«l« • g = |»im ft f >^ 3^t 
= g*m fPt'mt ° 
g = fjl*j = *j 
g = 4i 
g = ^ i tr H-^ 0 
g «^ Vlm = ï = «H-'i)i • . . ., 
Thus to O(^ ) 
E(irê) = E(H~^  dH"^ Aê) - E(H"^ AH"^ d) 
= H"^ {[(k+2+ctrH"^ 0)0 + c0h"^ 0 + (trH"^ 0)H]g^ - [(k+l+ctrH'^ 0)j^  
+ (trH'^ 0)Hg^ + 01^ + c0H"^ ji(^ ]} 
= H"^ {[k+l+ctrH~^ 0)jz) + cjZjH"^ 0]g,- [(k+l+ctrH"^ 0)j(), + c0H"^ i()J} . 
Now consider the estimator 
gf = (H + + A) (3.2) 
where the columns of G and A are Or, . It follows that 
 ^vr 
E(g* - g) = E{(H4-A+G)"^ (N+d+^  - 0 
= E{-H"^ (A + G)H"\+ [H"^ (A + G)]% 
+ H"^ (d + ^  - H"^ (A + G)H"^ (& + 4)} + 0(p) 
= E{-H~^ GH"\+ H"^ AH"^ A^ + H'^ A - H"^ AH"^ d} . 
Thus, is unbiased to this order of approximation if 
E(G) = (k + 1 + ctrH"^ 0)j6 + CJZ5H"^ JZ5 + O(^ ) 
azid 
E(^  = (k + 1 + ctrH"^ j6)j|>^  + + O(^ ) . 
Therefore, if we set 
G = (k + 1 + GtrH~^ S)S + cSH'^ S 
and 
A = (k + 1 + ctrâ"^ S)R + SÔ"^  
g* is unbiased to the desired order of approximation. 
The mean-square-error will be derived to terms of . O(^ ) 
A 
To this degree of approximation the mean-square-error of  ^and are 
equal. Because it is easier to work with  ^we shall consider the follow­
ing expansions: 
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E[(u'f-P^ i))(f'u-Pl/)')]^  = P(of0ij+ 
E[(ii'f-P^ (f'u-P^ ')] = P(oJ^  + #') 
ECP^ (S-0)gg,'(S-jZ5)] = 1^  + 0êê,'0) 
E(p=(8-%(R'- = E[î^ p.#,J] 
E[P^ (8-{6)gR'- ^ ')] = p (B'jè0 + 
ECX'vigf'X) = X'Xg^ 'jb, 
and 
E(X'ugg.'u'X) = X'Xg^ 'j^ g^  . 
Therefore, 
E(dd') - E(Agd') - E(^ 'A) + E(Agg^ 'A) 
= E{X'ff'X} + c(a|0 + ^ ') - E{X'ugf'X} 
- E{X'f^ yu'X} - 2cg,'^  - c^ '0 -
+ E{x'ugg,'u'x3 + cCg^ 'jigji + )6gg,'j6] 
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and 
M.S.E.(|; = H"^ (O^ - + H"^ C(O| - 2g^ 'j^ + g,'0g)0H"^  
+ H"^ c(J^ '- ^ '0 - )%(!,' + te'0)H"^  
= H'^ CoJ - + e'jZjg) (3.3) 
+ c(af - 2g,'A+ ê,'jZ5ê)H'^ )Z5H'^ + 'H"^  . 
At this point we would like to compare the results of this chapter 
with Chapter II. The model we wish to consider is 3.1; 
Y=Xg, (3.k) 
X = X + u 
To agree with the model discussed in Chapter II, 2.1, Y is a nr by 1 
vector, X a nr by (n+2) matrix, a (n+2) by 1 vector, £ a nr by 1 
vector and u a nr by (nH-2) matrix. We will assume £ is normal with 
a mean vector 0 and a variance - covariance matrix (J?I and the columns I 
of u are normal and independent with a zero expectation and the expected 
value of u'u is nr . Also, we will assume the columns of u are 
independent of f , is known, which implies c = nr , and there is 
only one concomitant variable. 
To obtain a solution to the above system, 3.^ , we will reparameterize 
the model. The reparameterized model is 
Y = Z8 (3.5) 
y  =  I + 1  
z = Z + t 
38 
where 
1 1 0  
1 0 
0 1 
Z = 
1 
0 
-1 
0 x^ -x 
1 
-1 
1 -1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 X -X 
211* 
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t = 
0 • 
u , -Û 
n,r-l .. 
0 U -Û 
nr .. 
and z is the same form as Z, but with x*s in place of X's. It follows 
that 
z'z = 
nr 0 • • • 
2r r • • 
sym 
X. -X 
2r X , -X 
n-1,. n. 
2(X..-X 
ij «J 
The matrix of interest, z*z^  , is z'z with first row and column deleted. 
In the subsequent discussion we will need the following: 
n-l, a.. = + — 
1 (X -X )(X -X ) 
J- , Xa # e J # 
A.)' 
=i = -
ho 
c = 
(z 'Zvq)' 
®11 "^12 • • 
2^2 * 
sym 
l^,n-l °1 
2^,n-l °2 
n^-l.n-1 n-1 
and 
(A + uv')-: . A-i - (A'^ Mva-^ ) 
1 + VA"^ I 
where A is a nonsingular matrix and U and V are two column vectors. 
Now from 3*2 we have 6* = = (z'z,+K) ^  where 
K = 
0 I 0 
I 
0 ! a 
and 
2(nr)o-
u 
XJ 1. u 
The parameter |a' is estimated directly with y.. , so that Q* is 
a n by 1 vector estimating 
4i 
T^ -T 
P 
The matrix (z'z^  + K) is of the form (A + UV') where 
U 
0 
1 
V = 
La 
Therefore, 
1 + V'(z*z^  )"^  
r c. 
'n-l 
c 
[=1 ••• V 
and 
e* = (z'z,+ K)"^ n 
U 
k2 
=  & -  ^  1+ac c. 
Lc 
nil! 
(3.6) 
where 
Z(Xij-ii.)= 
and  ^is the usual least squares estimator. We see from 3-6 that b* , 
the estimator of p in the model, 2.1 is 
= p - ifss 
Ô /l+ac-ac\ 
- P \ Ij-or. / 
c + a 
1+ac 
-1 
= P [-
Z (x..-x. )^ -(nr-l)of + (n+l)of + 
2(nr)a 
u 
ij 1 u 
2(nr) 
u 
The estimator obtained in Chapter II is 
^3 = 
XY 
§ h.^3 
 ^^  Wnr) 
^3 
2n(r-l)o^  2n^ (r-l)^ CT 
)^ -n(r-l)o^  + + 
(nr)[iZ.(Xi.-x. )=-n(r-l>^ ] 
Comparing the mean-square-errors, we have from Chapter II 
S|^ (nr) " -
and from 3» 3 
M-S-E-Cb*) = (of - + (nr)(oJ+P^ O 
%X  ^ 4x 
4.(nr)^(p^aJ^+0(^) 
' ^  ' 5sLf^ ) + . 
We have shown that although the two estimators, b and b* are 
unbiased and have equal mean-square-errors to 0(g) , the different order 
of approximation used in the derivations of the two estimators effects 
the form of the estimators to 0(g) • 
Next we would like to obtain an unbiased estimator of the variance 
of (-U. .B+f. .V = w. . . To obtain the estimator we will assume R = É = 0. ij ij- ij ~ X. 
If we write the model in the form 
y ' %+ £ 
= xg^  - ug^  + £ 
= xg^  + w 
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we see that the variance we wish to estimate is 
V(w)=g,'fe+of • 
.Consider 
x'y = x'xB + x'w 
= (x'x-PS)g^ + PSg, + x'w 
= + PSg^  + X'w - u'ug^  + u'£. . 
Now 
 ^ = Ô'^ 'w + ô'^ u'f + PÔ"^ (S-^ )g^  
A 2 
where = = u'u . 
Let 
then 
A,A 
where 
= % - x(& - ê) 
= %'% - (| -
- - ê) + (i- ê) 
= %'%-(&-&) 'x'% - %'x(^  - 6) + (& - 6^  'H(È - ê) 
+ p(ê,-ê)'s(i-ê) 
w'x(g^  ~ ê) ~ v'xH ^ 'w + w'xH ^ u'£+ Pw'xH ^ (S-^ )g^  
= w'3ffl"^ 'w + w'uô"^ 'w + w'XH"\'f 
+ W'uâ"^ u'f + I^ 'XÔ"^ (S-0)ê, + I^ 'uH"^ (S-jZ5)g^  
it-5. 
(6-B3'X*W = W'XH'^ 'W + W'XH"^U'W + F'UÔ"^'W + f'uH"^ u'w 
+ Pg,'(S-0)H"^ 'w + Pg,'(S-(j)H"^ u'w 
- - -• — S-lrv., 
and 
(g^ -p)'H(^ -g) = [w'X+f'u+Pg^ '(S-jzJ)] H"-^ [X'w+u'f+P(S-j6)g;] 
Now 
E(w'xô"^ 'w} = ECw'X(H"^ -H"^ AH"^  + (H"^ A)^ H"^  - ...)X'w^  
= E(-h'XH"^ 'W) + Op(-^ ) 
P fp-
= ko§ + O(^ ) 
E(f'uH"^ u'f) = E(tr + 0(|) 
= Pa^ tr 0H"^  
ECp2g^ '(S-^ )H"^ (S-^ )g^ ] = ECp2g^ '(S-^ )H"^ (S-^ )g^ ] + 0(|) 
= c tr(g,')^  + te'jZ5)H"^  
•= c + cg^ 'jz5H"^ 0g^  
and 
E[P(ê,- ê)'S(i- ê)] = E[P(^  - ê)'0(i- 1)] 
= PbrjZ5[H"^ (aJ + g^ 'jz5g) + c(o| + 
+ cH"^ 0gg^ '0H"^ ] 
= PfcrjZ5[o^ H'^  + CO^ H'^ JZ^ H"^  + cH"^ 0gg,'0H"^ ] . 
Thus, 
E(£'è) = - k(f - Po^ trjZJn"^  + cg^ 'jz5gtr0H"^ + cg^ '0H 
+ Ptr0[o^ H"^ + COJH"^ H^'^ + cH'^ 0gg,'0H"^ ] 
k6 
and 
(P-k)cf = E(w'^  - Pfc)g^ 'jZ5gtr0H'^  - cg^ '0H"^ 0g^  - Pctrjî5H"^ 0gg^ '0H"^  
- aJPctr0H'^ lz}H"^  . 
Therefore, 
w ' w- ( 14- c )^ ' S^ trSÔ"^  - c^ ' SH"^ S|^ -PctrSH"^ Sg|^ ' SÔ"^  
(P-k)-Pctrsâ"^sô' < (3-7) 
is an unbiased estimator of to 
w 
1^ 7 
IV. MALYSIS OF COVARIMCE . 
The classical analysis of covariance was outlined in Chapter I, 
section C. In this chapter an attempt shall be made to relax some of the 
assumptions of classical analysis of covariance and compare the results 
with those listed in section C. 
The form of the classical analysis of covariance model given in 
section C is 
y.. = a + T. + px . + f.. i = 1, ... ,n 
ij X XJ X J 
j — 1J • • • ^ 
where f. . ~ÏÏID(0,cr?) and the x's are fixed constants measured without 
XJ I 
error. 
In this chapter we shall use the model, 1.1 
Y. . = 0! + T. + pX. . i = 1, ... ,n 
1J X X J 
i^j = ^ ij i^j j = 1, ... ;r 
i^j " ^ij "^ i^j 
and simply add the needed assumptions for a given situation. 
The first condition to "be relaxed is that of fixed x's. In terms of 
model 1.1, we assume 
X. j = W), (4.1) 
u.^  ~NID(0,oJ) 
f^  ^~NID(0,Grp 
E(Ui^ fi,^ ,) = 0, V and j' 
Under these assumptions all the equations of section C are conditionally 
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correct. That is, the expectations are now conditional expectations, 
conditioning on the observed x's. The moments of the unconditional expec­
tations are given by 
E(i) = E^[E(p|x)] = E^O) = g (It.2) 
V(ê) = E^[V(ê|x)] + V^[E(êlx)] = = (^)(3) 
E(adj.y\^) = E^[E(adj.y^ Jx) ] = Ex[Uy+ T^] = 
V(adj.y.^) = E^[/ + J 3] = 
ITyl ij" i.' 
A A 
®(v \i) = •fi -
J' 1 J 
I » -X 1^ 
A A O (x. -X. 001 
V('T,- = o|K,[f + ;• J = ^ 
i7d^ ij i. 
e(^ ) = of • 
The confidence interval and the test statistic given in section C are 
also valid unconditionally. The distribution needed for these depend only 
on degrees of freedom so are therefore independent of x . 
It is apparent from the above discussion that when the assumption of 
fixed x's is relaxed we are still able to obtain unbiased estimators and 
valid confidence intervals and tests from the usual analysis. The only 
difference from the classical result is that the variances of the estimates 
are averaged over all values of x . 
Going one step further in relaxing the classical assumptions, we will 
again use model 1.1, but with the following assumptions: 
k9 
f\j -NID(o,o^:) (4.3) 
u.^ ~NID(0,o^) 
xlj -
E(f. = E(f..X.,.,) = E(X./u. = 0, V and j' . 
We realize from work done by Reiers^l (43) that p is nonidentifiable if 
no information on is available. However this does not mean that we 
cannot obtain valid estimators of the treatment effects, confidence inter­
vals for the differences of treatment effects and a test for the null 
hypothesis of no treatment difference. From work done bySeares (U8) and 
later expanded by Lindley (32) we find that if the errors are normal only 
the normality of X will insure the linearity of the model involving the 
observable variables. We have then the needed assumptions to proceed with 
the analysis. 
The covariance matrix of the given variables is 
f u X X y 
4 0 0 0 
0^ 
u 
0 0^ 
u 
0 
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The joint distribution of y and x is 
r 
~ N-< ; 
- -
The conditional expectation of y given x is 
_g_ 
+ ti + 
1 + 
"5^  
u 
From this we can infer that although the original model, 1.1, is the under­
lying structural relation, the parameters of the model 
i^j = a' + tl + + =13 
may be estimated by usual least squares. That is, the conditional expecta­
tion of y given x is linear. The variance of e. . , however, can be ij 
much larger than the variance of f. . ; 
Given model, 1.1, and the above assumptions, 4.3, we can proceed with 
A 
the classical analysis of covariance. The p given in section C is now 
A - _ A _ 
Y and the adj. y^ is y^ - Y(x^ - x ) . The only difference between 
this situation and that discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 4.1, 
is the variances of the estimates. They are equal to the variances given 
in 4.2 with replaced by . This would increase the variance of all 
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the estimators, increase the.length of the confidence intervals for the 
difference of two treatment effects and decrease the precision of the test 
of the hypothesis of no treatment difference. 
Taking the last step in our discussion we shall remove the assumption 
that the X's are normal. We will restrict our investigation to model 1.1, 
assuming is known and the X's are sure variables. The order of approx­
imation will be 0(—) throughout the discussion. 
'r' 
Utilizing the results of previous sections we have 
b, = ^ [1 + 7^  (4.4) 
efbg) = p 
adj. y. = y. - b„(x. - x ) — 
•L* % # ^ X» •• 
E(adj. ) = Uy + 
T.- T. = adj. y - adj. y. 
x j x« j • 
2(^ 1- - •^ 1-
-Î,. ^ SoliSI 
4j(nr) u XX u 
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p^ (n-l)o^  
" (nr) 
—?—' " ^  • 
To obtain an estimator of the variance of (-u. .p + f..), we will use 1j 
a result of Chapter III, 3»T« Although the order of approximation in 
Chapter III is not exactly the same the estimator will remain unbiased, 
0(g) . Expressing 3»3 in the notation of this section we have 
P = nr 
c = nr 
k = n + 1 
- 0^  
trSÔ"^= 
trsh"^ sê§.'sô"^  = 
%c 
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and 
(^4 
trsô'^ sô"^  = 
2(nr)b^ crj^  
^nr^ - }[nr-(i>H) - . 
%x  ^
The next step in our discussion is to obtain a confidence interval 
for the difference of two treatment effects and a test statistic which 
will enable us to test the null hypothesis of no treatment difference. 
Utilizing, the logical extention of the classical case the test statistic 
would be 
(^'[Cov(T)]"^(T)/n-l (4.5) 
where ^ and Cov(^ can be obtained from 4.4. However, a non-zero 
covariance exists between b^ and 
The covariance to order O(^) is, 
C o v ( b  , s p  =  — ( 4 p V  +  2 p c r j ! ; c ^ )  .  
 ^  ^ 8^ (nr) 
It is therefore apparent that a non-zero covariance exists between b^ 
and ; and the above test statistic will not be distributed as an F 
3h 
One alternative we have to propose is to make use of the theorem in 
section 28.4 of Cramer (12) which states that under certain general condi­
tions a function of sangle moments is asymptotically normal. By using 
consistent estimates given in 4.4, we have a test statistic which in the 
limit will be distributed as a chi-square with (n-1) degrees of freedom 
if the null hypothesis of no treatment difference is true. Lord (33) 
utilized the same theorem in obtaining his test statistic for testing the 
difference of two treatment effects. To obtain a confidence interval for 
the difference of two treatment effects we will have to utilize the same 
theorem from Cramer (12). Then 
- (ti-tj 
A (J 
is asymptotically normal and the (l-ci:)lOO per cent confidence interval 
i j i j 
is correct for sufficiently large samples, where z^y^ is the critical 
value from the standard normal table. 
Although in this discussion we used model 1.1 and assumed that we knew 
0^ , we could use model 1.1 and use an estimate of or we could use 
model 1.2. The results would have been the same but the formulas for the 
estimators and their bias and mean-square-errors would have been more 
complicated as illustrated in Chapter II, section C. 
Although these asymptotic results utilize the normal distribution. 
Porter (42) found that the test statistic he developed, which is similar 
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to the one proposed in this dissertation, 4.5, is approximately distributed 
an P when the sample size is 20 or larger. _ 
To obtain another aJ.ternative for testing the null hypothesis of no 
treatment difference consider the following, where p is assumed known 
and all other assumptions of this section remain the same; 
let 
'ij = 
then 
and we could test the null hypothesis of no treatment difference utiliz­
ing the following analysis of variance table 
Source d.f. 8.8 M.S F 
Treatment ïv^ï ITT" ; Ta T tTe 
S (z -z ) ' 
! •  
Error n(r-l) Z (z -z. ) , E 
TOTAL nr-1 .2.(z..-z j ij • • 
T/e is distributed as an F with (n-l) and n(r-l) degrees of freedom 
if the null hypothesis is true. If p is unknown and estimated by b^ 
the analogous analysis of variance table would be 
Source d.f. Sj^S M.S. F 
Treatent n-l y [(y. -y )-b,(x, -x )]= i 4/Ê 
x^j x» •• o x* •• 
Error n(r-l) ifn^^^ij ^i.^ E 
TOTAL nr-1 .Z:.[(y. .-y )-b-(x -x )]^ j xj • • j xj • • 
Now consider 
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ifjfsij- ifjcktij- ^ 1.' - *1.)]^ 
= fi.) - *1.)]= 
and 
ri.) - t3(*ij-
= fi.) - *1.) 
+ (p - b3)(u. .- û.j? 
+ (p - ï^.)^  
+ 2(p - bgjizjfzij- zi.)(xij- ^ i.) 
+ 2(p - *i.) 
+ 2(p - tq^ i^ ycxij- i^.) ' 
Therefore 
ê = e + (p - bgjssxx + (p - h- 20 - b^icaxf- ps^^) 
+ 2(p - t3)(s^  - ps„„) + 2(p - bg)8^  ^
= ^ 
assuming 8^ is a constant. To obtain the order of the terms in the 
expansion of E we utilized the assumption that SL^ is 0(l). With 
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this assumption the order of (p-b_) is 0_(—) , is OTJC—) and j " vf ^ 
is Op(—) . The order of is 0(l) and of is 0(—) . 
From this it is reasonable to infer that for a large r, E approaches the 
distribution of E, a x^/d.f. with n(r-l) degrees of freedom. Similarly 
^2 (z - z = .Z.[(f. - f ) - p(û - Û )T 
X^J i.» •• J X e •• 1» * * 
and 
i2:.C(y. - y ) - b_(x. - X )]^ = .Z.(z - z 
!• •• u 1* •• j 1» •• 
+ (p - b 2 (X - X )2 + (P - Z.(û - Û )2 
o 1# •• 0 j i* •• 
+ 2(p - b-).2.[(f. - f ) - p(û. - Û )](X - X ) 
O J IL* •• X« •• X* •• 
+ 2(P - h^).i:.C(f. - f ) - p(û. - û )](û - û ) 
O X ^ J  X *  t *  X *  • •  X #  • •  
+ 2(p - b ) Z (X - X )(Û. -û ) . 
O  X ^  J  X *  •  •  X •  
Thus, T = T + Q . Q, however, is of Op(l) not of Op(—) if the X's are 
Vr 
fixed constants. To obtain the desired results we mast assume that the X's 
are in fact random variables selected from some unknown population. With 
this assumption (X. - X ) is of OT,(—) and Q is 0^(—) • It is 
again reasonable to infer that for a large r, T approaches the distribu­
tion of T, a x^d.f. with (n-l) degrees of freedom. The test statistic 
would then approach T/E an F with (n-l) and n(r-l) degrees of 
freedom under the null hypothesis. 
One point that should not be lost is the as sunlit ion that the X's are 
random variables. If this is not true the test statistic would not 
necessarily approach an F distribution. 
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Under the same assumption of random X'S; another test of the null 
hypothesis of no treatment differences could be obtained by using the 
analogy to the classical analysis of covariance. The table that would be 
used is 
Corrected 
Source d.f. 8.8. 8.8. d.f. M.S. F 
Treatment n - 1 
Error n(r - 1) 1 n(r-l)-l ê 
Total nr - 1 
2 nr - 2 
adj. Treat. n - 1 3 n - 1 
A A 
T/E 
where 
r - 2mo^] 
 ^ 2(nr-i)oj] 
3 = 2 - 1 '  
A A 
T/E would be- approximately distributed as an F with (n - 1) and 
[n(r - l)-l] for large r . 
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V. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE METHODS PROPOSED WHEN THE CONCOMITANT 
VARIABLE IS MEASURED WITH ERROR 
The model used in this example is 
= 0! + i = 1, « « « 
i^j = ^ ij + ^ ij Ù = 1, •" ,5 
*ij " ^ij *ij 
where the data were selected so that the following assumptions are valid 
0! = 0 
P = 1 
~ NID(0,1) 
^ij -NID(0,l6) 
'^i ^ - 0,0,0,5^5 
j 
^2j ^3j 
1 5 5 5 30 30 
2 10 10 10 35 35 
3 15 15 15 ' 4o 4o 
4 10 10 10 35 35 
5 5 5 5 30 30 . 
The following tables were obtained from the data: 
Analysis of Variance 
Source d .f. 8.8. M.S. F 
Treatment 4 5,272.264 1,318.066 73.64 
Error 20 357.964 17.898 
Total 24 5,630.228 
6o 
Analysis of Covariance (ignoring errors of observation) 
Source d.f. xx adj. yy d.f. M.S. F 
Treatment 4 5,272.264 4,327.882 3,590-032 
Error 20 357.964 248.685 647.059 262.387 19 13.8l 
Treat.+Error 24 5,630.228 4,576.567 4,237-091 686.986 
adj. Treat. 424.599 4 I06.I5 7.69 
p = 0.384 . 
Now utilizing the results from Chapter IV with assumed known, we 
have: 
and 
'3 = " lïïy 
^XX XX ^ 
248.685/20 fn ^ 1. r2(l6) 2(16)2 Ti-l 
L647.059-(20)(l6)]/20 25 '-16.35 (16.35)2 
0.7604(1.1549)"^  
= 0.6584 . 
T, - T = (y. - y ) - b_(x - X ) 
 ^ x* # * 0 1# # * 1 
- T = -10.864 - (O.6584)(-8.547) = -5.2367 
= -12.355 - (O.6584)(-9.731) = -5-9481 
= -12.327 - (0.6584)(-10.916) = -5.1399 
= 17.485 - (0.6584)(16.189) = 6.8262 
= 18.059 - (0.6584) (13.026) = 9.4827. 
6i 
Two estimators of have been considered. The first is the mean-square-
error for the observed differences, y. - y - b,(x - x ) ; 
X* • • 3.» * # 
1 
< = ill 
{337.96^ - (0.6584)2[647.059 - 2(2o)(l6)3 
19 
= 18.679 
iv 
and the second which is unbiased to 0(—) is 
3# = (i=j(yij-9i.)= - ^ 3 ifj(=ij-xi.)'' + 
2(nr)b|crJ^ 
%oc 
,2^  r \a-u2 6 
&x % 
= 18.58 . 
And the test statistic to test the null hypothesis of no treatment 
difference is 
w 
w 
-5.2367" 
! 
-5.9481 
-5.1399 
_6.8262_ 
0.7580 
L sym. 
0.6408 0.7237 -1.1712 
0.9351 0.8295 -1.3279 
1.13532 -1.4847 
2.2998 
-1 p -
-5.2367 
-5.9481 
-5.1399 
_6.8262_ 
18.679 
= 4.865 
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where 
A 
H = 
10 5 
10 
sys. 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
5 
10 
-107.86400 
-113.78400 
-119.70799 
15.71600 
3917.09082 
and 
jz5 = 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16 
A_1 .A A .A_T 
CH ^ 
•rr 
w 
is obtained by deleting the 5th row and column from 
J&-LVA ,A JA.-1 
• ]  
w 
and inverting the resulting 4x4 matrix. This value would be compared 
with a critical value from the table with 4 degrees of freedom. The 
probability of observing a value with 4 degrees of freedom equal to 
4.865 or larger is approximately 0.30. Thus, the null hypothesis of no 
treatment difference would be accepted implying the power of the test was 
not sufficient to detect a false hypothesis. 
The last method we wish to illustrate is the one proposed last in 
Chapter TV. Although we realize that the assumption of random X 's is not 
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satisfied, we will use the data to illustrate the method. 
Corrected 
Source d. f. 8.8. 8.8. d.f. M.S. F 
Treatment ^,2Y2.26k 
Error 20 357»96^ 35^-90^ 19 18.68 
Treat.+Error 2k 5,630.288 4,126.437 23 
adj. Treat. 3,771-533 4 $42.88 50.48 
where 
354.904 = 357964 - (0.6584)2[647.059-2(20)(16)] 
4,126.437 = 5,630.288 - (o.6584)2[4,237.09l-2(24)(i6)] . 
If we compare the observed F with a tabled value of F with 4 and I9 
degrees of freedom we see that it is highly significant. 
The results of the two methods are very different. The main reason 
for this is that the assumption of random X's was not satisfied for the 
second method. The contribution made to the numerator sums of squares of 
the test statistic by the X's is sufficiently large to make the ovserved 
F deviate significantly from that we would expect considering the results 
of the first method. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
Four cases of analysis of covariance have been covered in this 
dissertation; 
Case 1. Model 
Assumptions 
sr. J = a + + pxy + 
f. J ~ KIE(0,oJ) 
x's are fixed constants measured without error. 
Case 2. Model 
fij = g + ••'i + 
Assumptions 
X. J ~ NID(M^,OJ) . 
Case 3. Model 
Assumptions 
Y.. = a + T. + fKjj 
i^j = ^ ij + ^ ij 
*ij ~ ^ ij •*" i^j 
~NID(0,O5) 
xi- ~nid(w);,<^ ) 
0 
V and j' 
Case 4. Model 
ylj ° " + ti + 
Assumptions 
fj_j ~nn)(o,oj) 
u.^ ~NID(0,oJ) 
Bf^ij^i'j') = 0; V i,j,i' and j' 
X. . is a sure variable. 
Although the first three models have previously been expressed as subsets 
of Case k-, we have represented them here as one would encounter them in 
the literature. 
Case 1 and Case 2 are not errors in variables problems. They were 
included in this dissertation so that we could have continuity in our dis­
cussion of analysis of covariance when the concomitant variable is measured 
with error. As long as the assumptions are satisfied for Case 1 and Case 2 
all estimation and testing is valid. 
If we are concerned with testing or with estimating adjusted treatment 
means and treatment effects, it is shown in Chapter III that the classical 
analysis is valid for Case 3» However, the error variance is larger than 
the error variance in Case 2; 
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This then will increase the variance of all the estimators, increase the 
length of the confidence intervals for the difference of two treatment 
effects and decrease the precision of the test of the hypothesis of no 
treatment difference. We know from work of Reiers^l (k-3) that p is non-
identifiable. Therefore, if an estimator of the slope of the structural 
relation is desired the results for Case 4 would have to he used. That is, 
a knowledge of or replication of the x's would be needed and b^ or 
bg should be used to estimate p . If we have knowledge of and are 
in Case 3 we could use the estimation procedures of Case 3 or Case 4 to 
estimate adjusted treatment means or the difference of two treatment 
effects. The estimators in either Case are unbiased. Comparing their 
mean-square-errors to o(^) we have: 
Case 3. 
VCadj.y ) = O(^) (5.1) 
Case 4. 
E^[V(adj.y. J] = + O(^) . 
To make the comparison, the X's in Case 4 were assumed random with variance 
0^ . We see from 5.I that estimation procedure of Case 3 is superior to 
that of Case 4 with respect to mean-square-error. 
In Case 4, point estimation is satisfactory, the estimators of the 
general class, b, discussed in Chapter II are unbiased to 0(—) , while the 
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usual estimator discussed in the literature, , is biased O(^) . Also 
the me an-square-error of any estimator of the class, b is less than the 
mean-square-error of b^ to 0(—) . Asyniptotic results useful for test 
r^  
ing and confidence intervals are proposed. 
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